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Item Issue Raised by Details Response Action Updates

Dean - We have been integrating BA and MA so 

there will be a greater level of teaching. Technical 

workshops will include different levels of students. 

We have introduced a three strikes fine system for 

workshops and now we have 95% attendance. We 

haven't had to fine anyone yet.

Reps - The fine system is a good idea. It has 

been very clear and is much better now. SU - 

This will need to be monitored to ensure it is fair 

and students agree with it.

Dean - Press and degree show information has 

been sent out to final year BA students. The press 

show is selected by externals. It is a college 

marketing press show and it more like a prize. We 

have a site show and is including everyone. We are 

involving the SU in this.

The photography course has followed up on the 

medium format request and the invite to attend a 

hasselblad course will be in place soon.

Grad Dip 

Fashion Media 

Styling

Rep - We are a really small group so we get a lot of 

contact time and feedback is really extensive. A 

bigger group would reduce this. The styling 

technicians workshops are great and we really 

enjoy them.

MA Fashion 

Photography
Rep - Our lecturers are great.

BA Fashion 

Photography

Reps - Guest lecturers are fantastic and workshops 

are great., especially documentary film making. 

The technicians are extremely helpful. Alumni 

came in to talk about their experiences which we 

really valued.

Unclear and 

unorganised 

communication

Reps - We were given different deadlines by LCF 

Careers and our Course Leaders. Also a 

discrepancy in how many hours we should be 

doing. 

Dean - It is a great opportunity. We want to 

support people to find placements. We have also 

introduced projects for those that don’t want it or 

feel like in house projects with industry briefs. 

During placements

Reps - It is good there is the option to stay in house 

rather than have a placement but some students 

feel awkward about paying to not be in college. 

This should be enough to cover a good level of 

contact throughout the term, which we didn’t get 

last year.

PLA - We will be getting taking feedback on this 

module soon but we will pass this on.

Dean to pass on information for 

modules review.

Dean's UpdatesUpdates

BA Fashion 

Photography
Placement

Positive
Sharing good 

practice
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Course 

deadline

Timing of 

submissions

Grad Dip 

Fashion Media 

Styling

Rep - Our practical assignment was due in before 

the essay. It would make more sense for this to be 

reversed so we have more than a week to spend 

on the practice. 

Dean - We wanted it to be staggered so that 

there isn’t too much in one go. We can discuss 

this option though.

Dean to ask Course to consider 

the timing of assessments.

Workshop
Specialised course 

workshops

Grad Dip 

Fashion Media 

Styling

Rep - We would like specific workshops for 

Fashion Media Styling. We have been going to 

others but they don't take our background and level 

into account. We have already mentioned this to 

our course leader. 

Dean - We will talk to your Course Leader about 

this as it came up in a programme committee. It 

would be a good idea to think of some ideas for 

what you want.

Dean to discuss with Course 

Leader. 

Equipment
MA Fashion 

Photography

Reps - More equipment is needed. We did get 

some new stuff which is good but they always need 

more up to date equipment.

Dean - I did pass this on and haven't had an 

answer yet. I will send an update when I hear.

Dean to pass on information via 

the Student's Union.

Dean spoke to 

resources about media 

Store. They should be 

responding soon. 

Opening Hours
BA Fashion 

Photography

Reps - The lunch break at the kit room is very long 

and happens at the same time as most students 

lunch breaks.

Dean - They are looking at changing the rota. 

We will sent out the information soon. 

Handbook Consistency

Grad Dip 

Fashion Media 

Styling

Rep - There are dates missing from handbook. We 

used to have them and now they are gone. There 

seems to be a lot of inconsistency.

Dean - We will check if there is a handbook 

policy and see if we can make sure they are all 

the same.

Prog Director to check if there is a 

policy and ensure consistency in 

the handbooks.

Timetabling

Process for 

handling last 

minute changes

BA Fashion 

Photography

Rep - One of our classes changed on CelCat and 

we weren't notified. Some students had to go to 

work. Timetables are usually accurate now but 

there is not process for last minute changes to be 

properly communicated. 

SU Education Officer - The timetable should not 

change unless for illness. It is very difficult for 

students with jobs and children.

Dean - This issue has reduced a lot recently but 

it should be none. We need to minimise but 

industry speakers are unavoidable. We will take 

the issue to timetabling. 

Dean to discuss contingencies 

with timetabling team.

Showtime 
Showtime website 

is out of date

Grad Dip 

Fashion Media 

Styling

Rep - Showtime is out of date and contact details 

do not work. It could be updated and used for 

collaborations. Alumni could be encouraged to use 

it more.

Dean - Maybe they could go through and vet it a 

bit. We can forward these comments on.

Dean to pass on comments to the 

team running Showtime.

Finance
Lack of course 

budget

Grad Dip 

Fashion Media 

Styling

Rep - We pay the same as other courses but 

because we are a group of 6 our budget for trips is 

significantly limited. Some people could not afford 

to go to a cinema trip. Some of these things should 

be more built into the timetable and course rather 

than extras.

Dean - It is problematic. We can look at the 

budget there and see how we can support your 

course. I will have a chat with your course leader.

Dean to discuss course budget 

with Course Leader.

Kit Room
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Space Study/workspace
BA Fashion 

Photography

Rep - We would really like a space to just meet 

outside of class and work together. Some of us 

would like to come in and work when we don't have 

a class but there is nowhere to do it.

Dean - We are trying to zone courses. This has 

happened in Photography. We are also starting 

to give courses studios. This is not an immediate 

fix but should start happening.

Collaboration
Cross course 

collaboration

BA Fashion 

Photography & 

Grad Dip 

Fashion Media 

Styling

Reps - We have two Facebook groups that are not 

too bad for collaboration but we need help in 

college. Cross course crits and more 

social/networking opportunities would be great. 

More events in October would also help.

Dean - We will see if we can put something 

together. We are currently having a rethink about 

collaboration in the school.

Dean to see if any informal 

social/collaboration opportunities 

could be made.


